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A NEW APPROACH TO EFFECTIVE DIGITAL FILTER DESIGN 

By P. H. DUNCAN 

Summary!_ -In this paper the effect of modifying digital filter weights 
derived on a least squares error basis through multiplication by certain 
weighting functions is investigated. It is shown that this approach a
mounts to adopting frequency resolution as a filter performance crite-
rion， in a口lanner analogous to re_

solution in spectral estimates along 
the lines of Blackman a;d Tukey. 2 Weight for

"
mulation using the meth

od is very simple， and working transfer functions are easily estimated 
without computation. Simple， effective designs are presented for low， 
high and band-pass (or band-stop) filters of the "cosine" or in-phase 
type， for cosine "low low-pass" and "sa口lpling" filters， and for "sine'" 
or quadrature "sampling" filters， as well as differentiators. 

Intr oduction!_ - The operation of a linear filter on continuous data in 
the time domain is given by the convolution of the unfiltered time func
tion f(t) by the filter impulse response h(t); that 峙， the filtered function 
g(t) is given by: 

。e

主(1) =f h (的f(1刊)dx

The least squares)� digital filter is the sa口lpled data equivalent of this 
integral with finite (equal) time limits. This integral may be written. 

!2，(t) = f 0川

-00 

Where T is a constant. 

。(1) = 1; 1I1 � T 
= 0; 111> T 

The tqmsfer function of the resulting filter is a convolution of the 
"desired"lilter H(f) (the Fourier transform of h(t) ) by the_ Fourier 
transform of D(t). The trans(orm of D(t)， of the sin x/x type ， has 
large recurrent i'side lobes. ，，2 For sampled data， D(t) is

' 
;eplaced by 

a finite sequence of delta functions or "spikes，" a nd the nonperiodic 
sin x/x type frequency '''window'' is replaced by a periodic window of 
the type sin mx/sin x (where m is a constant). Unfortunately， the 
large recurrent side lobes persist in the periodic window. Therefore， 
postulating a fHter H(f) with sharp cutoff results in a digital fi1ter with 
large oscillations about the desired filter throughout the frequency 
range of interest. To reduce these oscillations， other investigators 
have proposed filters with less than sharp cutoff. By contrast， the 
approach adopted here consists of multiplying the "time gate" D(t) by 
certain weighting functions 然(1) chosen so that the transform of 
φI (1).0 (1) ， or the "modified frequency window" has greatly reduced 

K The sampled data equivalent of this oper ation prOvide s a tr ansfer 
function which conforms best to the proposed transíer function (i. e. ， 
the inverse transform of h(t) ) in the least squares sense over the 
frequency range Ifl三九月 where f. is sampling rate. (See reference 
1 and the appendix to this paper. ) 
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side 1obes. This approach is exactly ana1ogous to the shaping of spec
tra1 wiI'!.dows in spectra1 estimates a10ng the 1ines of B1ackman and 
Tukey.ι 

The purpose of this paper is to eva1uate the efficacy of this approach 
to digita1 filter design. A discussion of the app1ication of digita1 filters 
to smoothing， frequency ana1ysis， �tc� ， _ has been omitted since such in-
formation �áy be found e1se�her�. 3，4; 5 The paper is divided int。
five parts. In the first part， re1evant background materia1 is col1ected 
for convenience. The next section contains a discussion of the effects 
of weight functions upon practica1 digita1 filter transfer functions. 
This section， emphasizing the analogy between continuous and discrete 
1inear filters， contains the basic theory of the approach. In the practi
ca1， step-by-step design discussion of part three， two �eight functions 
se1ected fro口1 those considered by B1ackman and Tukeyl: are used to 
provide designs for all of the common1y used "centra1" digital filter s. 
Many transfer function plots are presented in this section. Filter de-
signs are evaluated in terms of stop band rejection， pass band fidelity， 
and width of transition between pass and stop bands. Part four is de
voted to a discussion of an alternative method for choosing weight func
tions. The fina1 section contains a very brief discussion of the appli
cation of the approach to filter designs not considered here. 

l. Digital Filter Definition� -Performing the operation of digita1 
filtering on a set of equi-spaced data samples is to produce a filtered 
output samp1e 1(1， + m61) at time 1， + m61 (where 61 is the time between 
samp1es， and m is any specified constant) given by: 

H2 

1(1， + m6 1) = 2: B，. f川的

k = N， 

(1 ) 

Where f(I， + k 6 1 ) is an unfiltered data samp1e at time 1，仆訓 ， M， 
and H] are specified integer s， and the B，. are the digita1 filter "weights." 

To filter a set of data sa訂lp1es， t， is increased， for each consecu
tive fi1tered samp1e， by 61. 

The scope of this paper will be limited to "centra1" fi1ters， i. e.， 
filter s for which H] = -N， = N and the filter output app1ies to the time of 
the centra1 weight (k=O). Hence m=O and equation (1) becomes: 

" 
‘--、

10 (t，) = ) B，. f (1， + k 61) 

k = -H 

It may be shown， by adopting the delta function approach to samp1ed 
data ana1ysis， that the periodic frequency functions corresponding to 
the samp1es of 10 (1) and f(t) are re1ated by a periodic "transfer func
tion" Ho (1) • This re1ationship is: 

Go (1) = Ho (1) • F (1) 

where Go (1) and F(r) are the frequency functions corresponding to the 
samp1es of go(l) and f(t)， respective1y， and r is norma1ize失frequency
1 = f/f. j where 九= 1161 is sampling rate. It is easi1y shown.) that the 

transfer function H，，(r) ， in genera1 a complex function of the real vari
ab1e r， is given by: 

(la) 
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1.1 ldeal Digital Filter : -An ideal digital filter is a filter whose 
transfer function is exactly a specified one for 1I1三.5. Depending upon 
the choice of desired transfer function， such a filter can require an in
finite number of weights， so that the filtering operation becomes: 
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The transfer function of which is: 
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In this paper. H(r) (or H(f) ) will be defined as a nonper iodic 
function which， although represented by equation (3) in the interval 
-. 5 to . 5 (or -九12 to Is/2)， vanishes outside this interval. This is 
not the desired digital filter transfer function which must be periodic， 
but rather the ideal transfer function definitìon restricted to 1I1 �.5 . 
The right hand side of equation (3) is just the complex.Fourier series 
expansion of H(r) in the interval -.5 to . 5 .  Therefore if H(r) satisfies 
the Dirichlet conditions， equation (3) is satisfied with the Bs. given by: 

BK= fJ
M咐'd 1 (4) 

The digital filter design problem is that of approximating a desired 
transfer function with a finite set of weights. If the weights Bk of equa
tions (la) and (2) are obtained from equation (4) where H(r) is the 缸，

sired transfer function， then Ho (1) is， for the given N， �he best ap-
proximation to H(r) on 1I1三.5 in the least squares sense.1 However， 
as noted in the introduction， "best" conformity in the least squares 
sense can leave much to be desired. 

1.2 Superposition For Digital Filter �. -From equation (2)， the filter 
with weights: 

Bk = Blk + B2k + . • . +丸k + . . . + Bpk 

has the transfer function: 

H 0 (1) = Hl (1) + H 2 (r) +﹒.. +刊的(1) +﹒. • + Hp (1) 

where Hn (r) is the transfer function of the filter with weights 8n". 
This principle， a special case of the superposition theorem， will be 
referred to as the "superposition principle for digital filters. " 



l. 3 "Complement" Filter s._ -Suppose the weights Bk provide a low
pass effect. Then the operati on : 
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provides a high- pass effect. 5 Similarly ， if the weights Bk were chosen 
to provide a band-pass effect， this operation woulçi provide a band-stop 
filter. For this reason， this report will be limited to a discussion of 
low and band-pass filters only. 

Z. The Effect of A Weight Function. -The purpose of this section 
is to evaluate the effect of the introduction of certain weig hting func
tions φIk into equation (la). The new filtering operation becomes: 

叫11) =三ω(11 + kAT); C1k =φIk Bk (lb) 

where the Bk are defined by equation (4). The corresponding comple 閉
口ìent filter is: 
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To study the effects of weight functions， it is expedient to redefine cer
tain of the preceding equations using the Dirac delta function approach 
to samFled data analysis. The unfiltered sampled data becomes in this 
approach: 
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The following formulation of the Four ier tr ansform will be used in the 
ensuing discussion: 

F們J f(t)e叫，

f吋 F川內f



To s:.mplify some of the expressions to follow， the symbol * will be 
used to denote convolution， i. e. ， 

。。

A (z� * B (z) f A川

1n much of the following materi訓， frequency functions are expressed 
in terms of the normalized frequency variable r. These functions are 
easily obtailled from frequency functions expressed in terms of f by 
the simple substitution f rf. ﹒ 

1n the appendix to this paper， it is shown that the digital filter ing 
operation defined by equation (la) is equivalent to performing a con
volution of the sampled data defined in equation (5) by the finite sum 
of del ta functions: 

h川三件qL\ 1) (6) 

where h(t) is the impulse response (Fourier transform) of the proposed 
(nonperiodic) transfer function H(r). That is: 

&0叫:別1 -…刊的 矛[1 - 川

The effect of the digital filter of equation (la) in the frequency do
main is therefore a multiplication of the familiar periodic sampled data 
frequency spectrum corresponding to the time function of expression 
(5) by the Fourier transform of the time fundion of expression (6). 
The Fourier transform of equation (6) is therefore the periodic digital 
fili;er transfer function Ho (1). The result of this multiplication is the 
periodic sampled data spectrum corresponding to the filtered samples， 
i. e.， corresponding to the time function of equation (7). If the peri﹒ 
odic spectrum of the unfiltered samples contains aliased frequency 
components， these components will be rejected if they appear in the 
stop band of the digital filter and， of cour棍， retained in the spectrum 
of the filtered sa口lples if they appear in the digital filter pass band. 

Now expression (6) is the product of h(t) and a finite sum of delta 
functions with constant coefficients ð!. - The Fourier transform of 
expression (6)， or the digital filter transfer function， is therefore a 
convolution of the transform of h(t) by the periodic transform Qo (1) 
of the finite sum of delta functions. That is: 

Ho (1) - H (1)勞Qo(f)

where: 
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Qo (1) ， that is Qo (1) defined for the normalized fr equency var iable r， 
is readily found to be: 

sin (2N + 1)作『Qo (1) = 

1..sinITI 

Qo (1) = Qo (n:t 1) where n is any integer， positive， negative， or zero. A 
plot of 恥的is shown in Figure 1. Visuali�ing convolution as a weighted 
integration with a moving weight function， L it is easily seen that the con
volution of H(f) by Q. (1) for H(f) of the sharp cutoff type produces Ho (1) 
with large oscillations; hence the necessi句， in the least squares ap-
proach， for postulating less than sharp H(f). 

In the Blackman énld Tukey approach to power spectral work， the 
large recurrent "side lobes" of Q. (1) are attenuated， at the expense 
of the width of the "major lobe， " by: 

1. Modifying the "finite Dir ac co缸中" to pr ovide half size 
delta functions at the ends， i. e.， 

的i門也+ 2>�川心hE主QJ

The transfor口ì of this "modified Dirac comb" is， in 
terms of the normalized frequency våriable r: 

-Cos IT 1 sin 21T NI 
Q� (1) = 
- 1. sin ITI 

2. Further modifying this "Dirac comb" by multiplication. 
by certain weighting functions， which we shall designate 
by "" (1) • 

Digital filtering then becomes a convolution of the sampled data 
by: 

州州!只且也+ 三δ川的)+失控1-]

The corresponding periodic digital filter transfer function Hi (1) 
is therefore: 

Hi (1) = QI (1) * H (1) Qi (1) = FI (1) * Qo (1) 

Where FI (') is the transform of </> 1(1) . 

(8 ) 

Two particularly simple weight functions will be used in the design 
examples to follow. Arbitrarily letting i=l and 2 for these functions， 
we have: 

州的= .54 +川s
(于

1
) 

(The use of this function in power spectral work is called "Hamming. "2) 



φ2小的+川s (fh t 卜 。8ωs (j于i 1) 

(This function was proposed by R. B. Blackman.2) 
The corresponding frequency functions are: 

F 1 (1) = .54δ(1) + .23 [8(1 - 1./2N) + 8(1 + 1.I2N)) 

F2 (1) = .42 Ô (1) + .251 ô[ 1 - 1.I2(N + 1)) +δ[1 + 1.12 (N + I)JI 

+ .04 1M 1 - I./(N+ 1)) +δ[I.+ I./(N+ 1)]1 

From equation (8)， using the shifting theorem2 for convolution by 
delta functions':' (after redefining in terms of r): 

Ql (r) = .54 Q 0 (r) + .23 [Q ó (r -1/2 N) + Q ó (r + 1/2 N)) 

Q2 (r) = .42 Q 0 (r) + .251 Q 0 [r -112 (N + 1)) + Q 0 [r � 1/2 (N .+1) 11 

+ .041 Qo(r -1/(N+ 1)) + Qo[r+ 1/(N + 1))1 

Plots of these functions are given in Figures 2 and 3. The db plots 
for various real f(r) of this paper were obtained from the equation 
20 LOll0 1I (r)1 ; negative excursions of f(r) are not specially noted. 

The particular weight functions rPl (1) and 向(1) were chosen for the 
design exa口lples of the next section because they are si口lple and easily 
computed， they provide effective designs， and they represent the con-
trasting requirements of: (a) narrow "main lobe"乙with fairly small 
"side lobes 刊， and (b) wider "main lobe" with extremely small "side 
lobes. " 

The weighting functions for díscrete data， i. e.， the φí. of equa
tion (lb)， are related to the continuous weight functions φ'的 by:

φ11. =φi (-kÓI) ; Ikl < N 

and， accountíng for the half síze delta functions at the ends: 

φ11. =φI ( -kÓI)12 ; Ikl = N 

(The mínus sign is obtained by replacíng h (kÓI) by φi (kÓI). h (kÓI) in the 
appendix; then BI< becomes CII< provided， of course， that H(r) ís de
fíned so as to produce this result.) The partícular weight functions 
φ11< and rP2k become: 
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Since 向(1)= 0 for 1=士(N + 1) 的， the Dirac "comb" ís defíned with the 
end "spikes" at 1 = 士(N + 1) ÓI， whích vanish (i. e.， the integral of the 
end spikes is zero) after multiplication by cþ，. (1) . Therefore， the 
transform of the result is equivalent tb the transform of the product 
of <Þ2(約 5

月
nd the Dirac comb before ;modificatión; hence 恥的 re-

places Qo�(f) in equation (8) for i=2. 



O2，， = .42 + .50 COS(子上7 ) + .08 COS ( 判 ; Ikl S N 、 ... � 1 、開+ l' 

3. Filter Design Using Weight Functions !. -Digital filter designs 
discussed here will be restricted to "cosine" (in-phase) and."sine" 
(qúadraJ:u;:e) filter s. Since these types of filters are discussed else-
.�.;here， 3， 5 definitions are only bri�ily restated here for co口lp1eteness
and continuity. 

3.1 Cosine or In-Phase Filter s._ -If the weights 做 of equations 
(2) and (3) satisfy the condition: 

B_" = s.. (9) 

then Ho (r) (and H(r) ) are rea1 number s for any r. From equations (2) 
and (9) we readi1y obtain: 
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Because of (10)， a filter satisfying (9) is ca11ed a cosine filter. Since 
φl←k)=φjk he:e， ��en if 

.
�he s.. s�tis�y eq�atio� (?).' 

，Cjk.= C1(_k) and Hj (r) 
is a1so a cosine fi1ter， the transfer function of which is: 

叭(r) =ν2 2:川S川 (11 ) 

Hj(r) may be written in the form lHj(r)lexp[i((I)) where ((r)=0 for 
Hj (1) positive， and ((1) � TT for negative Hj (1) • Since however， we 
are usually interested on1y in magnitude in the stop bands， where neg
ative excursions of Hj (1) occur， phase shifts of TT radians are not 
indicated in the illustrations. 

From preceding considerations， the design problem for cosine 
filters reduces to a study of the effects of the convolution of the rea1， 
even (nonper iodic)日的by the re前， even， periodic Qj (1) • Specific 
examples be10w wil1 make this process clear. Designs are offered 
for cosine 1ow-pass， band-pa 凹， "samp1ing" (or "minimum band-pass")， 
and "1ow low-pass" filters. 

3.2 Low-Pass Cosine Filters. -Consider the idea1 sharp cutoff 
low-pass filter given by: 

H(I). 1 ; 1I1三a
話。， III > a ; 0 < a < .5 

From equation (4) the unmodified weights are: 

sin 2TTa k 一 ..一..::.. Bo = 2a TT '‘ 



Arbitrarily choosing the weight function 4>21.. for this fir st examp1e 
and rewriting by use of the cosine doub1e ang1e formu1a， we obtain for 
the modified weights C2k of equation (lb): 

C川

To estimate the expected H2 (r) ， we note from equation (8) that， 
with i=2: 

H 2 (1) = H (1) * Q2 (1) 

with H(f) defined as above， for the variab1e f. 
A graphical interpretation of convo1ution as a weighted integration 

with a moving weight function， where Qi (1) is arbitrarily chosen as 
the moving function， is given in the illustration be1ow. The estima-
tion of H2 (1) in particu1ar is easily visualized this way， with QI (1) = Q2 (1) 
It remains on1y to specify more precise1y the transition region width 
and stop band rejection. Transition region width will be defined here 
to be the normalized frequency difference between the - 1  db point and 
the point on the transition curve where the attenuation equa1s the mini
口lU口1 stop band attenuation. Fr 0口1 Figure 4， the transition width is 
about 1. 9(N. Stop band attenuation， for this "first" design， is actua11y 
computed using equation (11)， The resulting transfer function is shown 
in Figure 4 for a = .1 ; the downward cusps on this plot correspond to 
the zeros of the transfer fWlction. (The remarks of section 3.1 re
garding transfer function plots shou1d be recalled in studying this and 
other figures of this paper.) Minimum stop band attenuation is not a 
very sensitive function of N so long as the width of the major 10be of 
Q2 (r) is 1ess than: (a) twice the proposed fi1ter band-width and (b) 
twice the width of the stop band. Therefore， designs for other a 

values 口lay be estimated using this mini口lU口1 stop band attenuation 
figure(-75 db� 

GRAPHICAL INTERPRETATlON OF Y (1). Qi (1) FOR A LOW-PASS FIL TER 

q恥，(1.川..干? }仁士二 字可「汁Î
n …… ，“. 

. λ川i I : 八 s 
削U…p叫， "川叫叫v圳' ， 

e 
， . .一←-4 . 

Q， (1. .)\. r-一τ-l

A 「-t-t(叭"只
被LATIYtI'OSIτ闖闖OfQ.仰A間V們

f可一、
卅γ..?
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Fi1ter design and weight formulation are thus very si口lp1e. Fir st， a 
weight function is chosen， usua11y On the basis of stop band attenua
tion. Next， the value of N which yields the desired transition region 
width is determined. The expression for the weights is then very 
si口lp1y obtained by substituting the desired va1ue of a into the above 
"standard" expression for 缸 ， and then multip1ying these weights by 
the chosen φik which is determined once N is known. 



3.3 Band Pass Cosine Filters._ -An ideal sharp cutoff barid-pas s 
filter is given by: 

H(r) = 1 ; a三Irl三β

= 0 ; Irl <α. Irl >β 
where: 

ß>α，α> O. Iβ< .5 

From equation (4)， the unmodified weights are: 
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Arbitrary choosing the weight function 4>11. for this example， we 
。btain for the CII. of equation (lb): 

ClI， = [.54 � .46 叫才)] � ; Ikl<N 

c .04 Bk ; Ik 1 = N 

Proceeding as in the preceding example， 圳的 is easily estimated.. 
The width of the transition regions， in terms of r， is about 1. 23/N. 
From a trial computation with a =.2 and β= .3， shown in Figure 5， the 
口linimum stop band attenuation is about -52 db. These 口leasures hold 
with good approximation for other a and βso long as the "major lobe" 
of Q!-(r) is narrower than: (a) the width of the proposed filter， (b) 
twice the width of either of the stop bands. The design of band pass 
filter s with lower band edge near dc is based upon the use of the low 
low-pass filter discussed in section 3.5. Hence， the discussion of 
band-pass designs with small a is deferred to section 3.6. 

The design considerations of transition region width and stop band 
attenuation with a given weight function are interchangeable between 
the above low and band-pass designs. Thus， a band-pass design with 
φ21c would have transition region widths of about 1. 9 /N， and a mini
mum stop band attenuation of -75 db. Similar 句， a low-pass design 
usingφIIc yields a minimum stop band attenuation of -52 db and a 
transition region width of roughly 1. 23/N. 

3.4 Cosine Sampling肘"Minimum Band Pas s" Filter s. -An ideal 
cosine sampling type filter may be defined as a filter which eliminates 
all frequencies except f..:!: af. • The gain at士a fs口1USt therefore con
sist of delta functions since otherwise the energy passed by the (zer。
band-width) filter would be zer o. This leads to: 

H (1) = 8 (f -a f. ) +δ(I+af.) 

The use of this idealization， as will be shown below， leads to prac
tical narrow band-width designs. Thus， calculating the unmodifìed 
weights from equation (4) yields: 

81. = 2 cos 2ITka 
L = 

f. 

For the practical finite band-width approximation of the sa口lpling
filter， we desire that the gain at :!:afs be unity. To effect this， we 
divide the modified weights Gik =φik Bk by the gain at αf. yielding 



new weights C;� to replace the Cik of equation (lb).
. 

These we
.
i
_
ghts 

are: (φio =1 for i=l and 2; this ret"äi:ionship is generali zed for all i in 
section 4)

C九= φik Bk φik COS 2州。

N N 

州+ 2 I 川叫

Estimation of the transfer function for a given <Pik is very simp1e. 
Since norma1izing assures unit gain at廿九 ， 日(f) may be considered 
to consist of delta functions with coefficients adjusted so that the finite 
band-width approximation provides unit gain at :tal. . Thus， using 
the shifting theorem and writing the result in the r domain: 

Qi (r - a) � Qi (r +刊)H i (r) � 

Qi (0). Qi (2a) 

Exa口llnmg this equation in the region of positive r， it 口lay be seen that 
for (l not too small， the terms Qi (r +α) and Qi (2a) are aìmost negligi-
b峙， so that this filter 峙， with good approximation， just the corre
sponding norma1ized spectra1 window Qi (r)/Qi (0) shifted from dc to 1 = a. 

Therefore， we shou1d expect that in general: (a) stop band attenuation 
is about the same as Qi (1) ， and (b) fi1ter band-width is the same as 
the band-width of Qi (r) including negative frequencies. This 3 db 
band-width is about . 65/N usingφ以 ， and roughly . 78/N with φ2k 
Typica1 minimum band-pass transfer functions (10r <P1k and <P2k with 
N=50) are shown in Figure 6. 

Comparing the band-pass design approach of section 3.3 with that 
of this section， it is apparent that the "sampling" or "minimum band
pass" design of this section wou1d be chosen when a band-pass effect 
with small N is desired， or when an extremely narrow filter is sought 
and a 1arge number of weights is per口1issab1e. The filter of the pre
ceding section is usefu1 when a wider pass band with 1es s "error，" is 
desired， and greater stop band attenuation is required. 

3 3.5 Cosine Low Low- Pass.:J Filter h -An idea1 10w 10w- pass filter 
is si口lp1y a sa口lp1ing filter with 扭= O .  Therefore: 

H (1) = 8 (1) 

From equation (4)， the weights are found to be: 

Bk=l!I. 

As in the preceding section， we obtain unit gain at f=O by dividing 
the modified weights Cik = Bk<Pik by the gain at f=O yielding new weights 
C;k for the filter of equation (lb) given by: 

Cik = φik 

軌。Bo + 2玄 川州0) 1 + 2 2: <Pik 



Since convolution of any function by a delta function at the origin 
gives just the function itself， and normalizing assures unit gain at 此，
we obtain for the transfer function in the r domain: 

Hi (r) Qi (r) / Qi (0) 

The transfer function of a low low-pass filter usiI1g a given weight 
function is therefore just the normalized spectral window correspond-
ing to the weight function， as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The 3 db band
width is as expected， about half that of the corresponding minimum 
band-pass designs. 

c。口1paring the low-pas s effects of this section with those of section 
3.2， we see that the low low-pass filter would be used when either: (a) 
a low-pass effect with small N is desired， or (b) a very low cutoff fre
quency low-pass is required， and a large number of weights may be 
used. The designs of section 3.2 ar_e used when wider band-width 
with les s pas s band "error 11 and greater stop band attenuation is called 
for. 

3.6 Band-Pass Cosine Filter�_\llTith Lower Band-Edge Near DCj 
Band-Pass Weight Constraints=- -From the superpositio'n principle 

for digital filters of section 1. 2， it is apparent that any band pass de
sign could be obtained by subtracting the weights for one low-pass 
filter fromtþe� weights for another， an approach that has been used 
elsewhere. J ， ::J Although nothing was to be gained in simplicity in the 
discussion of the band-pass filters of section 3.2. b， this approach is 
useful here. Thus， a band-pass effect with upper band edge at r = a 

and a low frequency lower band edge may be <?btained by usρ of equa
tion (lb) with CiI. r eplaced by the weights C午 where:

C，� = C'k - (H， (r) 1， = O)C，'k 

In this expression， the CiI， are the weights of a low-pass filter with 
transfer function H， (r) and cutoff frequency a ， and the C以 are the 
weights of a normalized low low-pass filter. Fr om digital filter 
superposition， the transfer function of this band-pas s filter is: 

";(f}詔"自(r) - (H， (r) 1， = 0) H " (r) 

where H1
' 

(!) is the transfer function of the low low-pass filter with 
weights C一 . The quantity HI (0) was chosen so as to provide ex
actly zero gain at dc. This is， of course， a desirable property of 
any band-pas s filter. Thus， whenever the dc gain Hi (0) of a band
pass filter 圳的 is of a magnitude considered determintal in a par
ticular application， this method of correction may be used. In this 
case， the C1k would become the unadjusted weights_for the band-
pass filter with transfer function 叭例 ， and the C;i. would become 
the cor.rected weights. 

3.7 Weight Constraining for Low-Pass Cosine Filters. -A low
pass digital filter with weights CiI， which satisfies the conditions: 

N N 

三Cik : 1 • 三k Cil. : 0 



preserves first degree po1yn。口üa1 functions of ti口1e exact1y at the sa口1-
p1e points. 4 When

-
the first of these conditions is satisfied， the dc com

ponent or 口1ean of a set of data is preserved. For the cosine fi1ters， 
the second of these conditions is autoIτ1atically satisfied. 

The first constraint cou1d be satisfied in different ways. For ex-
amp1e， one cou1d divide the weights by the unadjusted gain at dc. This 
operation， however， results in the division of the entire transfer func
tion by this quantity， usuallY undesirab1e. A method which 1ocali.zes 
the effect of bias adjustment a1most entire1y to the region near dc is 
easily obtained fro口1 the superposition princip1e for digita1 fi1ter s. 
Thus， we may simp1y aßd the transfer function for a 10w. 1ow-pass de
sign (mu1tiplied by the proper correction factor) to the �nadjusted fi1-
ter transfer function. The adjusted transfer function H1- (r) is g�ven by: 

H 1#(1) - H 1 (r) + (1 - H 1 (r) I戶。)叭((1) 

Where Hi (r) is the unadjusted transfer function， and 叭'(r) is the trans
fer function of the low low-pass filter used. Expressing HI (0) in terms 
of_ filter weights， the corresponding expression for the adjusted weights 
Ci-k to be used in equation (1b) becomes: 

心 Cik + [卜心22圳C九

Where CII， are the unadjusted weights and C已 are the norma1ized 10w 
1ow - pas s weights. 

B
-
y rep1acing Cik by 1/(2N+O the least squares bias adjustment1 is 

obtained. The transfer function of the (1ow 1ow-pass type) filter with 
weights 1/(2N+l) may easily be shown to be given in figure 1. Usually 
the magnitude of the bias adjustment is small and the 1east squares 
method is preferab1e because of its simplicity. However， it may 
sometimes be desirab1e to effect a relative ly 1arge adjustment while 
1oca1izing the effect of this adjustment to dc; the more comp1icated 
10w 1ow-pass weights wou1d be preferred in such a case. 

3.8 Sine or "Quadrature" Filters!. -lf the weights 恥 of equations 
(2) and (3) satisfy the conditions: 

B_" � -B" ; Bo = 0 (12) 

then "0的(and H(r) ) are pure imaginary number s for any r. From 
equations(2) and (12) we obtain: 

Ho (1) � 2 i 2 B" s川kr � 2 ei"12 2恥in 仙 (13) 

Because of (13)， a fi1ter satisfying (12) is called a sine filter. Since， 
as noted previous1y， φ-i� :φik here， then from equation (1b)， if the 
conditions (12) are.satisfied， Hi (1) is a1so a sine type filter， the trans
fer function of which is: 
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Hi (r) m祉y be written in the form Hi (r) = HGi (r) exp (i"l2) where HGi (r) 
is the a1gebraic gain. A1gebraic gain is. from equation (14). an odd 
function of r.. Simi1ar 句. wr i ting H(r) in the form H (r) = HG (r) exp (i "12) 
we obtain for Hi (1) : 

H i (1) = H Gi (1) ei "/2τei "/2 (H G (1) * Qi (1) 1 

The design prob1em for sine filters. then. reduces to an ana1ysis 
of the effects of the convo1ution of the rea1. odd HG (f) by the rea1. even 
Qi (1) where the phase shift is under stood to be "12 radians or 900 • 

Thus we seek the real. odd a1gebraic gain HGi(I) where: 

HGi (1) � H G  (1)部Qi (1) 
(15 ) 

Particu1arly simp1e and effective designs are offered for different卜
ators. which are a1so filters of the sine type. Since app1ications for 
quadrature band-pass designs are generally of the narrow-band type. 
on1y the "minimum" band-pass design is given here. 

3.9 Differentiators with Weight Constraints. -The transfer func
tion of an idea1 differentiator is given by:4 

H (r)口i2"lsr Ir15.5 

“o ; I r I > .5 

From equation (4). the Bk of equation (1b) are readily computed as: 

k � 一一一-一- fs 

Estimation of the amp1itude of the transfer function for the modified 
weights C ik �. 治ik Bk of equation (1b) proceeds according to equation (15) 
as indicated iI1 th"， illustration be1ow. Fro訂1 this figure. it is seen that 
t�('> differentiator is effective forlfl < .5 - W where W is about . 83/N for 

'Þlk • and rough1y 1. 2/N for φ2k ; thereafter the transfer function de
cr e

Oases montonically to zero at I，� 1.12. 

GAIN 

IDEA L 一""\
DIFFERENTIATOR \ 

GAIN \ 
。ACTUAL

DIFFERENTIATOR 
GAIN 

。 1.12 - w f.12 



Since the error of the differentiator is virtually invisible on a plot 
。f the resulting transfer function， it is desirable to isolate， magnify， 
and study the error alone. The relative error defined below provides 
a 口leasure of the per cent departure of the achieved fro口1 the desired 
differentiator gain at any frequency: 

I H G;的- 2" 1. r I 
per cent relative error = I _ . _ _ - IxlOO 

I 2" 1. r I 

Where HGi(的is the gain of the differentiator with the weights Cik 
defined above. Several plots of per cent relative error using the 
weight functions φ11< and φ21. for var ious N are given in Figure 7. 
(The weights for these plots have been constrained as noted below. ) 

The output of a differentiator which satisfies the conditions: 

三Ci1. = 0 ;三kCi1. = .5 

matches the derivative of firs
_t degree polynomial functions of time 

exactly at the sa口lple points. 4 The first �ondition is automatically 
satisfied by (sine filter type) central differentiators. The second con
dition may be satisfied in different ways. A method which has been 
found to �e effective for the differentiators here was developed by 
Ormsby.5 Using Ormsby.s method， the constrained weights C;'1. t。
be used in equation (lb) become: 

CH
ik+iN(N+:;2N+1)lkjE卜三kCi1.

Additional constraints are discussed by Ormsby. 

3.11 The Quadrature Minimum Band-Pass Filter � -The ideal quad
rature sampling or mini口lum band-pass filter is， by extension of the 
corresponding definition for in-phase filters: 

H(I)= i8(I-al.) - iδ(1 + a 1.) 

From equation (4) the unmodified weights are: 

2 sin 2"ka B1. = ..::....::.:;一-一一
'. 

The 口lagnitude of the gain of this filter using a weight function is 
normalized to unity at 1 =士al. by the same technique as for the cosine 
sampling filters. Thus， the modified weights Ci1. = B1.φ;1. are divided 

by the gain at αIs yielding new weights Ci1. for use in equation (lb) 
given by: 

φ;1. B1. 

22φì1. B1. sin 2"ka 

φi1. sin 2"ka 
" 

22φik的"ka



Estimation of amplitude characteristics proceeds in about the same 
口ìanner as for the cosine minimum band-pass filter. App1ication re
marks co口ìparing this filter with that of the preceding section are es-
sentially the dua1 of the corresponding cosine fi1ter co口ìparison at the 
conclusion of section 3.4. Adjustment of the weights to provide zero 
gain at dc is unnecessary for any sine filter since， from equation (14)， 
the gain at dc is a1ways zero. 

4. An A1ternative Method for Obtaining Weight Functions • -The 
weights for a norma1ized 10w 10w-pass filter are of the form: 
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Therefore， if the transfer function of a 10w 10w-pass fi1ter (designed 
by means other than those of this paper) has desirab1e properties when 
regarded as a normalized spectra1 window， we may obtain from it a 
(discrete) weight function φ11. which may be used in any of the designs 
of this report. To determine the constant， we note that the on1y fi1ter 
of the type of equation (1) which does not alter the origina1 data points 
is one which has weights Bk = 1 for k=O ， and Bk = 0 for k � o. If we 
require that this property be preserved after a1ter，ing these weights 
with a weighting function. then it follows that Cik = 1 for k=O ， and 
thereforeφik = 1 for k=O. It may be shown without too much difficu1ty 
that this amounts to requiring that the (constant) area of Qi (f) between 
any f and 1 + 1. be equal to the corresponding area of Qo (1). There-
fore. given the 10w low司pass weights Cik ， the corre sponding φi k 
are: 

， Clk 一 -
Y'ik 一 --

Ci。

An alternative equiva1ent approach to digita1 filter design by the 
present method cou1d be to require that we first obtain one or more 
good 10w 10wιpass filter designs， for many va1ues of N， by any means 
whatsoever. (Martin' s4 min-max approach wou1d usually be b

�
est. ) 

Then， using this re1ation between Cik and φ巾 ， the simple trans
formation equations of this paper cou1d be used to carry the 10w 10w
pass filter into the various other filters of this report. 

5. On the Use of the Weight'Function Design Method With Other 
Frequency Functions : -Filter design by the present approach has 

shown to be equivalent to convo1ution of proposed filters by "spectra1 
windows" of various "re.so1ution." Therefore， we should expect the 
method to be of va1ue whenever we desire a transfer functioFl of any 
type whose behavior at one frequency is es sentially independent of 
transfer function characteristics at frequencies removed by so位le口ìÌn
imum distance a10ng the frequency axis. 

Conc1usion: -From the numerous examp1es considered in this paper， 
it is apparent that the weight function approach to digital filter design 
offer s certain desirab1e features. These features include: 

1. Ease of filter weight ca1cu1ation. Formu1ae for the genera-
tion of weights are so simple that hand ca1culation .may so口ìe
times be preferable. 

2. Predictability of filter designs. Working transfer functions 



are quickly and easily estimated. This should be contrasted 
with the口lore or less trial and error e口lpirical nature of 
other methods. 

3. Very good or excellent pass band fidelity and stop band re
jection. This feature is independent of the number of weights 
used， provided this number exceeds a certain (relatively 
small) minimum. 

4. Automatic minimization of the number of weights (consistent 
with given stop band and transition region characteristìcs). 

Fro口1 the preceding， it is apparent that these designs will be useful 
when filters of predictable performance with flexible band-width， cut
off frequency， transition region width， and easily calculated weights 
are desired. The advantages of the method are best served when stop 
band rejection requirements may be satisfied by One Qr a very few a
vailable values. 

An extensive comparison of present designs with other methods 
would require many detailed evaluations of other designs. For this 
reason， compar ison remarks will be limited to published performance 
figures for other de � ig�s， specificully， for the extended range differ
el� Üators of Martin. 3 ，-4 Co�paring th� present differentiato-;' designs 
using the weight function φtk to the designs of reference 3， it may be 
seen that (for N> 3) the present designs have greater frequency range 
and less relative error than Martin's designs with the s'ame number 
of weights. Conversely， performance equivalent to the designs of 
reference 3 with N � 5 may be obtained with fewer weights by the pre
sent method. A comparison of present designs usingφtk and φ21. 
with min-max4 desig�s for 1% a�d 0.1% relaÜve error r'�specti;-ely， 
shows that (for N > 3) although present designs provide on1y 80% to 
95% of the range of the min-max designs with the same number of 
weights， the present differentiators have 10% to 48% less error. 

In conclusion， it should be emphasized that the two particular 
weight functions used in this paper by no means constitute a complete 
list. In addition to the low low-pass approach to the generation of 
other (discrete) weight functions， simple analytical functions are a
vailable， e. g.， the function whose use is called "hanning. "2 

Appendi� -Using the delta function sampling mode1， equation (la) 
becomes: 
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Now equation (7) may be w�itten: 
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We wish to demonstrate the equivalence of the right hand sides of 
equations (A. 1) and (A.2). 

First we note that， from the definition of h(t): 

_ 1.12 戶 . 5

h(k�t)ål = 土 l H(I/f.) e i 2ITf kåldl = \ H(r)e i 2州'dr = B -k 

I. J - 1.12 J - .5 

Replacing h (kål)ål by B_k in equation (A_. 2) and applying the shifting 
theor�m for -convolution 

-
by clelta f�nctions， 2 the right hand side of 

equation (A. 2) becomes: 
00 r N 1 

(A.2.a) 2lf(1廿 jål) 2B_k 8(1-川ål+ kå 1)) I 
j = -�個 k= - N ' 

To simplify the ensuing expressions， we wiU find only the terms of 
equation (A. 2. a) which are coefficients of δ(1 - 11) • Letting Q = 0 in 
equation ( A:l)， these terms should be given by: 

N 

仙削州3衍) 吋ψψ約悄)恰δ (川) 莒吋叫8糾州(1川1卜叫-斗斗11吃1
k = - N 

Examining equation (A. 2. a)， it may be seen that terms containing 
0(1 - Ij) occur on1y for j::::-k. Since-N三k主N， then a1so-N三j三N. These 

ter口1.S are: 
f(ll-Nål)B_N 8(1 - 1，) 

f(t，-( N-I)� I ) B 8 (1.-1，) - -- N +. ， 

1(11 + sål) Bs 8(1 _ 1，) 

1 (1 I + N t\ 1 ) BN 8(1 -1 j) 

Factoring 8(1- 1，) from these terms gives: 

) = -N = -k 

j= -N+l=-k 

)=s=-k 

í = H =-k 

S川)2Bs f (11 + sål) 

Which is equation (A.3). Replacing 1， b) 11 + qt\1 comp1etes the 
demonstration. 
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